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First 9 holes is a best ball event. 
Everybody will play their own ball.  After the hole is completed you take the best score on the 
hole minus any strokes allotted.  Example:  Person A gets 1 stroke on the first hole.  His 
partner gets 2 strokes.  They both bogey the par 4.  They would put down a 3 for the best ball  
(5-2 =3).  This process would continue for all of the front nine. 
Second 9 holes is a Alternating shot. 
Every team will receive 1/2 of their nine hole handicap.  Both partners tee off.  Then they 
switch balls for the second shot (A hits B’s drive and B hits A’s drive).  Now you have to decide 
which ball to use  
(pick up the other ball).  The player who hit the last shot with the ball now in play sits out and 
watches his partner hit the third shot.  Any additional shots will be played alternating between 
partners.  This process starts over on each hole.  Your gross score will be posted minus your 
teams nine hole handicap. 
Third 9 holes is a Calcutta. 
Every team will be given 1/2 of their 18 hole handicap to start with.  Everybody will play their 
own ball during this round.  The object of this game is to score as many points on the course as 
possible.  The scoring is as follows: 1 point for a bogey, 2 points for a par, 4 points for a birdie 
and 6 points for an eagle.  Each team will add their “on course points” with their handicap to 
come up with their team score. 
Fourth 9 holes is a Scramble. 
Every team will be given a scramble handicap.  This scramble is played like any scramble only 
with two people.  The only twist is each player must use at least three tee shots (a tee shot can 
be on a par three). 
As indicated, there will be prizes for each event winners along with overall winners. 
 
COURSE RULES 
      1.  The color of tees you will be playing is designated on the pairing sheet.  Please confirm. 
      2.  Winter rules are in effect (only tee the ball up in your own fairway) 
  (touching the ball in the rough is a stroke penalty) 
      3.  During the scramble event you are allowed to tee the ball up          
           everywhere 6 inches including bunkers. 

4. Normal calcutta rain rules are in effect.  
All teams need to complete the 9 holes for that 9 to be official. 

5. Local Rules Apply—See separate rules sheet for our local rules. 
6. If any event is rained out, that money (including skins money) will go into a drawing on 

Sunday. 
7. Leave the flag stick in the hole.  No touching the flag stick while putting either!!! 


